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1. All Parapets should be cleaned and prepared for capping. Each parapet must be waterproofed 
prior to the installation of the capping. KYTUN Surface Fix capping does not provide a waterproof 
finish. For a waterproof capping please see the KYTUN Secret Fix/Clip-it System.

2. Arrange all capping profiles and correct butt straps for each capping profile together.

3. Dry fit all capping’s including corners or special parts to ensure no items are fitted in the incorrect 
area.

4. Calculate any lengths to be cut allowing for 5mm expansion gaps between lengths. To do this 
position any corners/angled units or t-pieces in place and measure between the edges. Cut any 
lengths as required using either a variable speed circular saws, jig saws or reciprocating saws 
with fine tooth metal blades. Deburr any cut edges and apply touch up paint as required. Allow 
paint to dry prior to installation.

5. Starting with any corner pieces position a butt strap at the end of where the corner piece will 
finish with 50mm of the strap available for the next adjacent length. Cut 1 no. butt strap in half 
and fix the two parts at the corner with one on each side of the corner.
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6. Place Butt straps at 1m intervals along the wall along with at the junction of any two components. 
Fix Butt strap centrally using 4 no. screws provided. A run of Low Modulus Mastic sealant 
should be applied along each side of each butt strap.

7. Position the corner piece and then apply 1 no. rivet using rivets provided through the downstand 
of the capping to each butt strap on the exterior and interior of the capping. These rivets should 
be fixed 20mm from the bottom of the capping downstand.

8. Position pieces adjacent to any corner leaving a 5mm gap and fix in position as detailed above.
Capping lengths must be fixed to every butt strap.

9. Finish with infill pieces between lengths and fix as per the details above.
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